Abstract. We address the problem of automatically identifying what local properties the agents of a Cyber Physical System have to satisfy to guarantee a global required property φ. To enrich the picture, we consider properties where, besides qualitative requirements on the actions to be performed, we assume a weight associated with them: quantitative properties are specified through a weighted modal-logic. We propose both a formal machinery based on a Quantitative Partial Model Checking function on contexts, and a run-time machinery that algorithmically tries to check if the local behaviours proposed by the agents satisfy φ. The proposed approach can be seen as a run-time decomposition, privacysensitive in the sense agents do not have to disclose their full behaviour.
Introduction
The term Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS s) refers to a new generation of systems that integrate the dynamics of physical processes with those of the software and communication. Applications of CPSs include medical devices and systems, assisted living, traffic control and safety, advanced automotive systems, process control, or distributed robotics [17] . For instance, unmanned vehicles or drones encompass both the physical and cyber worlds at the same time: software, sensors, networking, and physical devices. CPSs are resource-constrained and need a high degree of automation, as the two previous examples require in fact [17, 7] .
The goal of the paper is to describe a formal framework that allows for opportunely finding out the properties that must be locally satisfied by each component of a CPS (or simply agent in the following), to guarantee a global required property φ representing a complex task a CSP has to satisfy. Such a decomposition xφ 1 , . . . , φ n y is algorithmically found and tried to be satisfied at run-time: each agent proposes a behaviour with the purpose to satisfy a subtask (i.e., a sub-formula, or sub-property, φ i ), thus trying to reduce the overall complexity into several simpler sub-tasks. Each of them can be in turn solved by more than an agent, i.e., φ i can be further decomposed.
In addition, we consider quantitative aspects, in order to add to the picture costs, execution times, rates and, in general, the non-functional aspects that are typical of CPS. Thus, the question is not only whether a system satisfies a task, e.g., the delivery of some packages by drones, but also if the cost of enforcing this behaviour in terms of, e.g., the global energy consumption of drones, or a time-limit to deliver the packages, is better than a desirable threshold t.
Sub-tasks are found through a Quantitative Partial Model-Checking (QPMC ) function on quantitative contexts. With such QPMC function, parts of a concurrent system can be gradually removed by transforming φ accordingly. With respect to [15] , we are now also able to accumulate (part of) the weight of removed actions into k, which represents an amount of weight that will be indeed spent to execute such removed specification; note that this removal does not affect the validity of φ. Not all the weight can be extracted, since non-deterministic branches may have different costs. However, such removal is anyway useful to have an estimation on the maximum weight of the remaining part, and to stop QPMC as soon as it goes beyond the imposed acceptance-threshold. Such a k will be also heuristically used to predict the best behaviour among all the possible ones of an agent. Note that, since every agent computes the QPMC function on some of its possible different behaviours, it is not required to disclose the "full" behaviour; hence, this approach also improves the privacy of agents. At run-time, each agent proposes one of its behaviours that, once pushed into a subformula φ i , minimises k. An initiator agent collects all the proposals and checks if φ is satisfied with a cost better than t by the behaviour of all the agents, which contribute to a part of it. If not, the agents are required to change behaviour and adapt to the already accepted behaviours, until a solution to φ is found.
Privacy, complexity reduction, and a run-time approach are the key-points of our approach. The Model Checking function is "partial", hence it reduces the complexity of satisfying φ "agent-by-agent". This also preserves the privacy of agents, which do not need to disclose their full behaviour, but they can propose different alternatives at run-time. Agents can consequently change at run-time transparently to the framework.
The paper is organised as follows: Sec. 2 presents the necessary backgroundnotions on c-semirings [2] , the algebraic structure we use to parametrise different cost/preference metrics. In Sec. 3.1, we extend the notion of contexts [11] by presenting quantitative contexts, where actions are associated with a c-semiring value. In Sec. 3.3 we present a quantitative Hennessy-Milner logic (i.e., c-HM logic) to define properties (i.e., φ) on quantitative contexts. Finally, to conclude the presentation of the formal side of the framework, in Sec. 3.4 we define the QPMC function. Section 4 describes instead the run-time side of the framework: it reports the pseudocode the agents have to implement to find all the single sub-behaviours. and to check if their composition satisfies φ. This section comes with a drone package-delivery and other examples (Sec. 1). Section 5 reports the related work, while Sec. 6 wraps up the paper with conclusions and future work.
We introduce semirings, the core of the presented computational framework.
Definition 1 (Semiring [10] ). A commutative semiring is a five-tuple K " xK,`,ˆ, K, Jy such that K is a set, J, K P K, and`,ˆ: KˆK Ñ K are binary operators making the triples xK,`, Ky and xK,ˆ, Jy commutative monoids (semigroups with identity), satisfying i) (distributivity) @a, b, c P K.aˆpb`cq " paˆbq`paˆcq, and ii)(annihilator) @a P A.aˆK " K.
Definition 2 (Absorptive semirings). Let S be a commutative semiring. An absorptive semiring verifies the absorptiveness property: @a, b P K.a`paˆbq " a, which is equivalent to @a P S.a`J " J.
Absorptive semirings are referred as simple, and their`operator is necessarily idempotent [10] . Semirings where`is idempotent are tropical, or diods.
Definition 3 (C-semiring [2] ). C-semirings are commutative and absorptive semirings. Therefore, c-semirings are tropical semirings where J is an absorbing element for`.
The idempotency of`leads to the definition of a partial ordering ď K over the set K (K is a poset). It is defined as a ď K b if and only if a`b " b, and`finds the least upper bound (lub) in the lattice xK, ď K y. This intuitively means that b is "better" than a. Therefore, we can use`as an optimisation operator and always choose the best available solution.
Some more properties can be derived on c-semirings [2] : i) both`andâ re monotone over ď K , ii)ˆis intensive (i.e., aˆb ď K a), iii)ˆis closed (i.e., aˆb P K), and iv) xK, ď K y is a complete lattice. K and J are respectively the bottom and top elements of such lattice. When alsoˆis idempotent, i)d istributes overˆ, ii)ˆfinds the greatest lower bound (glb, or [) of the lattice, and iii) xK, ď K y is a distributive lattice. ř denotes the set-wise extension of`. Some c-semiring instances are: boolean xtF , T u, _,^, F , T y 3 , fuzzy xr0, 1s, max, min, 0, 1y, bottleneck xR`Yt`8u, max, min, 0, 8y, probabilistic xr0, 1s, max, , 0, 1y (or Viterbi semiring), weighted xR`Y t`8u, min,ˆ,`8, 0y. Capped operators stand for their arithmetic equivalent.
Although c-semirings have been historically used as monotonic structures where to aggregate costs (and find best solutions), the need of removing values has raised in local consistency algorithms and non-monotonic algebras using constraints (e.g., , [1] ). A solution comes from residuation theory [4] , a standard tool on tropical arithmetic that allows for obtaining a division operator via an approximate solution to the equation bˆx " a.
Definition 4 (Division [1] ). Let K be a tropical semiring. Then, K is residuated if the set tx P K | bˆx ď au admits a maximum for all elements a, b P K, denoted a˜b.
Since a complete
4 tropical-semiring is also residuated, all the classical instances of c-semiring presented above are residuated, i.e., each element in K admits an "inverse", which is unique in case ď K is a total order. For instance, the unique "inverse" a˜b in the weighted semiring is defined as follows: a˜b " mintx | bˆx ě au, which is equal to 0 if b ě a, or aˆb if a ą b. Since all the previous examples of c-semirings (e.g., weighted or fuzzy) are cancellative, they are uniquely invertible as well:
Definition 5 (Unique invertibility [1] ). Let K be an absorptive, invertible semiring. Then, K is uniquely invertible iff it is cancellative, i.e., @a, b, c P A.paĉ " bˆcq^pc ‰ 0q ñ a " b. Furthermore, it is also possible to consider several optimisation criteria at the same time: the Cartesian product of c-semirings is still a c-semiring, and even a lexicographic order can be modelled over multiple c-semirings [8] .
Quantifying Properties in a Distributed Environment
In this section we focus on how we can describe the behaviour of distributed, possible partially specified systems, as well as how to express quantitative properties/constraints on such distributed systems. To this aim, we propose a variant of the notion of context, to enhance the one in [11] by adding a weight to tuples of actions. This allows us to quantitatively specify and analyse the behaviour of a system with some unknown parts, which have nevertheless to participate to the satisfaction of a quantitative global-property on the whole system. Furthermore, we present a quantitative Hennessy-Milner logic, proposed in [15] , thus, we can specify a property on a tuple of actions, extending it to c-HM n . Finally, we define a QPMC function allowing us to project such global constraint onto local ones that have to be locally satisfied by the subcomponents of the system.
Quantitative Contexts
The notion of n-to-m quantitative context is an expression describing the partial implementation of a system, denoted as CpX 1 , . . . , X n q, where C denotes the known part of the system and/or how its components, X 1 , . . . , X n , free variables representing the unknown ones, work together, n is the number of unknown components, and m is the cardinality of the output of their composition by C. This notion enhances the one given in [11] by adding weights to tuples of actions. Note that, when the dimension of the context is clear, we omit it from notation.
Definition 6 (Quantitative context).
A quantitative context-system is a structure C " pxC m n y n,m , Act, K, xÑ dices of Ñ to be determined by the context. The informal interpretation is that the context C takes as input the set of actionsã, of dimension n (cfr. a " xa 1 , . . . , a n y) performed with a weight k, and it returns as outputb of dimension m (cfr.b " xb 1 , . . . , b m y) weighted by h, finally becoming C 1 . Ifã is 0 (i.e., no action) then the context produces an output without consuming any internal action; ifb is 0 then there is not any observable transition and we omit the vector of outputs; if bothã andb are equal to 0, then both the internal process and the external observer are not involved in the transduction. In Def. 7 and Def. 8, we compose contexts by means of composition and product: The basic idea is that two contexts can be composed if the output of the first one (cfr. C) is exactly the same in terms of i) the tuple of performed actions, ii) its associated weight, with respect to the input of the second context (cfr. D). In this way, the two contexts combine their actions in such a way that the transduction of the composed context takes the input of C and its weight as input, and it returns the output of D and its weight as output.
To compose n independent processes through the same context C P C m n we define an independent combination, referred as the product operator of n contexts D 1ˆ. . .ˆD n , where
. . , n and D i is an expansion of the i'th subcomponent of C such that the cardinality m is exactly equal to the total sum of each single cardinality m i associated with a context D i . We consider asynchronous contexts, it is not required that all the components X 1 , . . . , X n contribute in a transition of the system CpX 1 , . . . , X n q, i.e., some X i can perform a null action (0).
Definition 8 (Product).
Let C " pxC m n y n,m , Act, K, xÑ K n,m y n,m q be a context system. A product on C is a context operationˆ, such that whenever C P C m n and D P C s r then CˆD P C m`s n`r . Furthermore, the transduction for a context CˆD are fully characterized by the following rule:
where juxtaposition of vectorsã " xa 1 , . . . , a n y andc " xc 1 , . . . , c r y is the vector ac " xa 1 , . . . , a n , c 1 , . . . , c r y, and juxtaposition of vectorsb " xb 1 , . . . , b m y and
Note that the weight of the juxtaposition of two action-vectors is just theˆof their weights.
The intuition behind this definition is that two contexts C and D take in input a andc and return as outputb andd, respectively, at the same time and both of them contribute to the evolution of the system, modelled as the product context derived from C and D. The weight associated to the product are the product of the weights of each tuple of actions. For sake of readability, sometimes we write the combined process CpX 1 , . . . , X n q as a shorthand for C˝pX 1ˆ. . .ˆX n q.
Modelling GPA as Contexts
We show how it is possible to use quantitative contexts to model the behaviour of quantitative process algebras, such as GPA [5] . In particular, transitions are labelled by pairs pa, kq where k is a quantity associated to the effect a, that we will use hereafter to model the behaviour of system's agents (see Sec. 4.2). Let us consider a fragment of GPA, i.e., the prefix, non deterministic choice (+), and parallel (}) operators.
Definition 9 (GPA syntax as contexts). The set P of GPA processes over a countable set of transition labels Act and a semiring K is defined by the grammar:
where a P Act, and k P K (the set of values in a semiring K). GP ApKq denotes the set of GPA processes labelled with weights in K.
Process 0 describes inaction or termination; pa, kq˚is a 0-to-1 quantitative context that performs a with value k;`pP, P 1 q is a 2-to-1 quantitative context that non deterministically behaves as either P or P 1 ; }pP, P 1 q is a 2-to-1 quantitative context that describes the process in which P and P 1 proceed concurrently when they perform complementary actions, i.e., a,ā P Act, and independently on all the other actions. GPA processes operators and their semantics can be expressed in terms of context C 1 2 (see Tab. 1) with the help of additional operators: the projection Π i n and the identity I n respectively describe the projection of the behaviour of a system on a single component, and the inaction of the system. Inaction:
pa, kq˚p 
Multi-action C-semiring Hennessy-Milner Logic (c-HM
n )
The c-HM n formulas semantics is defined on a Multi-Labelled Transition-System.
Definition 10 (MLTS).
n is a finite set of transition labels, where each label is a vector of labels in L: the label xa 1 , . . . , a n y P L n and for all i " 1, . . . , n, a i P L. iii)
K " xK,`,ˆ, K, Jy is a c-semiring used for the definition of transition weights, and iv) T : pSˆL nˆS q ÝÑ K is the transition weight-function.
Definition 11 syntactically defines the correct formulas given over an MLTS.
Definition 11 (Syntax). Given an MLTS M " xS, L n , K, T y, and letã P L n , the syntax of a formula φ P Φ M is as follows, where k P K:
xãy y yφ | r r rãs s sφ
The operators`and [ (respectively the lub and glb derived from ě K in K), andˆ(still in the definition of K) are used in place of classical logic operators _ and^, in order to compose the truth values of two formulas together. The truth values are all the k P K. In particular, while false corresponds to K, we can have different degrees of true, where "full truth" is J. As a reminder, when theˆoperator is idempotent, thenˆand [ coincide (Sec. 2). Finally, we have the two classical modal operators, i.e., "possibly" (x x x¨y y y), and "necessarily" (r r r¨s s s).
where R " tC 1 P C m 0 | pC, pã, kaq, p0, Jq, C 1 q P T u Table 2 . The semantic interpretation of c-HM. We have ř pHq " K and Ű pHq " J.
The semantics of a formula φ is interpreted on a system of n-to-m quantitative contexts, given on top of an MLTS M " pC
The aim is to check the specification defined by φ over the behaviour of a weighted transition system M that defines the behaviour of a quantitative context. While in [11] the semantics of a formula computes the states U Ď C m n that satisfy that formula, our semantics M : pΦ MˆC m n q ÝÑ K (see Tab. 2) computes a truth value for the same U . In particular, in the following we deal with n-ary contexts (C n 0 ), hence the set of labels is L n " Act n 0 . Note that we consider finite contexts C m n , i.e., they are defined over a finite MLTS, they are not recursive, and the contexts composed with them are closed and finite as well. Hence, we consider only the set of n-to-m quantitative contexts.
In Tab. 2 and in the following (when clear from the context), we omit M from M for the sake of readability. The semantics is parametrised over a context C P C m n , which is used to consider only the transitions that can be fired at a given step (labelled with a vector of actionsã).
In Def. 12 we rephrase the notion of satisfiability of a c-HM n formula φ on a context C, by taking into account a threshold t:
Definition 12 (t-satisfiability, ( t ). A context C P C m n quantitatively satisfies a c-HM n formula φ with a threshold-value t, i.e., C ( t φ, if and only if the interpretation of φ on C is better/equal than t. Formally:
This means that C is a model for a formula φ, with respect to a certain value t, if and only if the weight corresponding to the interpretation of φ on C is better or equal to t in the partial order ď K defined in K. Remark 1. Note that, if C does not satisfy a formula φ then φ C " K. Consequently, the only t such that C ( t φ is t " K. If φ C ‰ K, then φ is satisfiable with a certain threshold t ‰ K.
Quantitative Partial Model Checking
Here we present a QPMC function (Tab. 3) given with respect to the context composition-operator. The k C in represents an amount of weight that is spent to satisfy φ, by considering only the actions in C. Theorem 1 states that k C can be extracted and then composed back with WpC, φq P without changing φ CpP q : Theorem 1. Let C " pxC m n y n,m , Act, K, xÑ K n,m y n,m q a quantitative contextsystem, K a c-semiring K " xK,`,ˆ, K, Jy with k P K and φ be a c-HM Table 3 . A QPMC function (i.e., WpC, φq) for quantitative contexts; kC corresponds to an amount of weight that can be extracted from φ considering the behaviour of C.
formula and C P C m n a context, then, for any P P C n 0 , the following holds:
Remark 2. k C,φ is extracted during the application of WpC, φq (see Tab. 3), and it can be useful, for instance, to immediately state that CpP q * t φ when already k C,φ ă K t (see Def. 12), without also computing WpC, φq to obtain the truth value of φ CpP q (see Th. 1). The extraction of k C,φ is correct. However, for some formulas it can be further improved: for instance, if φ " φ 1ˆφ2 we can extract a larger amount than what reported in Tab. 3, i.e., k C,φ1ˆkC,φ2 instead of k C,φ1`kC,φ2 Such optimisations deserve a different study and are out of the scope of this paper, but planned as future work (see Sec. 6). Example 1. Let us consider a simple example in which we have two agents A and B that have to coordinate with the purpose to deliver two packages T and Z, respecting while some quantitative constraints. Let us consider a policy φ " φ 1`φ2 , where φ 1 and φ 2 represent two distinct strategies to deliver the two packages. Each (boxed) action is associated with a different weight, which can be interpreted as the energy consumption demanded to deliver such a package, or a cost in terms of capabilities to be spent in order to deliver it. The two formulas are φ 1 " rdeliver T s5ˆrdeliver Zs3 and φ 2 " rdeliver Zs6ˆrdeliver T s4.
Let SpA, Bq " }pA, Bq be the considered system. By using the QPMC function on contexts, and noting that the weight of parallel composition is equal to the product of the energy consumption of each component, Wp}, φq " Wp}, φ 1`φ2 q " ppk },φ 1˜k },φ qˆWp}, φ 1 qq`ppk },φ 2˜k },φ qˆWp}, φ 2 qq, where
2 " rpdeliver Zqs6, and φ 2 2 " rpdeliver T qs4. We suppose that the system }pA, Bq is able to perform either deliver T with weight 3, or deliver Z with weight 6. Note that, at this step, we do not know neither which component contributes to the system behaviour, nor if the two components contribute with a different cost. Hence, we assume that both components are able to deliver both packages (T and Z), and with the same energy consumption: understanding the role of each agent is part of the adaptation algorithms in Sec. 4. The previous formula is simplified as follows:
Wp}, φq " pJˆWp}, φ 1 qq`pJˆWp}, φ 2" Wp}, φ 1 q`Wp}, φ 2 q and
[ ppr0, deliver T s4q˜3qq and
According to Th. 1, we need to show that φ }pA,Bq " k },φˆ Wp}, φq AˆB :
" p rdeliver T s5ˆrdeliver Zs3 }pA,Bq` rdeliver Zs6ˆrdeliver T s4 }pA,Bq " p3ˆ5q`p3ˆ4q " 7 and k },φˆ Wp}, φq AˆB " 3ˆpp3ˆ5˜3q`p3ˆ4˜3qq " 3ˆp5`4q " 3ˆ4 " 7.
Decomposition into Local Behaviours and Algorithms for the Run-time Satisfaction of φ
Let us consider a distributed system in which several agents A 1 , . . . , A n have to cooperate to reach a goal. We specify such a system as a context CpA 1 , . . . , A n q where A 1 , . . . , A n , even though they know the presence of each other, each A i has to decide which behaviour wants to expose to the other in order to collaborate one another to quantitatively satisfy (( t , see Def. 12) a system requirement, expressed by a logic formula φ P c-HM n . In this section, we consider as context an n-ary version of the GPA parallel operator, we denote with } n . The semantics interpretation of } n is equivalent to the repeated composition of the binary parallel-operator, e.g., } 3 pA 1 , A 2 , A 3 q is equivalent to }pA 1 , }pA 2 , A 35 . The run-time framework in Sec. 4.1 is able to identify which are the local requirements each agent has to quantitatively satisfy in order to guarantee the satisfaction of a global property φ. Formally:
where t 1 , . . . , t n are the thresholds of each φ i with respect to A i , i " . . . , n. The algorithms in Sec. 4.1 will find an n-tuple xφ 1 , . . . , φ n y such that Eq. 1 holds.
Definition 13 (Tuple-formulas).
An n-tuple formula is xφ 1 , . . . , φ n y, where each φ i , i " 1, . . . , n, is a unary formula such that, for the context A 1ˆ. . .ˆA n : xφ 1 , . . . , φ n y A1ˆ...ˆAn " xφ 1 y A1ˆ. . .ˆ xφ n y An
Algorithms
In this section we focus on the run-time side of the framework. Algorithm 1 and Alg. 2 show the pseudocode of the behaviour each agent needs to implement in order to agree on the satisfaction of a given goal expressed by a c-HM n formula φ. An example of the distributed computation, together with the sequence of messages exchanges among agents, is represented by Fig. 1 . Afterwards, in Sec. 4.2, a more articulated example on package-delivery by drones is presented.
We suppose that a global property φ is received by agent A 1 , for instance via an external input. We also suppose agent A 1 alone is not able to satisfy φ by keeping the cost below a desired threshold t, i.e., φ CpA1q ğ t. The first step is to contact all or some agents (such criterion is outside the scope of the paper) in range of communication, to seek for their collaboration to satisfy φ.
Algorithm 1 describes the behaviour of the initiator agent A 1 , which has initially received φ. A 1 computes Wp n , φq and projects it ("Ó) into n subformulas obtaining a n-tuple formula xφ 1 , . . . , φ n y, where n´1 is the number of agents in range of communication, plus A 1 itself is equal to a total of n agents (lines 2-4 in Alg. 1). Therefore, each φ i (i " 1..n) represents the sub-goal one of the agents needs to satisfy. More precisely, a φ i can be also solved by more than just a single agent, if A i in turn asks for the collaboration of more agents in its range of communication (see the example in Sec. 4.2). A 1 sends xφ 1 , . . . , φ n y to all its neighbouring agents. Then A 1 collects all the replies from the contacted agents: each reply consists in the partial model checking of one φ i by using one of the possible behaviours of an agent A j : this is obtained by executing Alg. 2 for each agent (for more details see the description of Alg. 2 in the following). The Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of the initiator agent.
Require: n " |tAgentsu|, and a decomposed c-HM n formula xφ1, . . . , φny.
1: function Adaptation(tAgentsu, xφ1, . . . , φny) 2:
for all Agent i"1..n P tAgentsu do
3:
Send xφ1, . . . , φny to Agent i
4:
end for Ź xxφ i 1 , . . . , φ i n y, kAgent i y is the reply from Agent i 5:
if kAgent 1ˆ¨¨¨ˆk Agent nˆ φ 1 Agent 1ˆ¨¨¨ˆA gent n ě t then
7:
Send Ok to all Agent i Ź xφ1, . . . , φny satisfied better than t 8:
Adaptation(tAll Agentsu, xφ1, . . . , φny) Ź Ask agents to change behaviour
10:
end if 11:
for all @φi, j " 1..n. |φ 
13:
for all j (i fixed) do 14:
if kAgent j ě k best then 16: 
for all ppT i P T q^pT i R Xq^p|T i | " lqq do 8:
for all φi P xφ1, . . . , φny do Ź The best k considering all φi
10:
xψi, hiy " WpCpEq, φiq Ź W in Tab. 3
11:
end for
12:
if phi ě kq then 13:
end if
15:
16:
X Z U
17:
if p|X| ""`n l˘q then
18:
l " l`1, X " H
19:
20:
return xφ1, . . . , φ return value of Alg. 2 is a couple xφ
If each A j chooses a different φ i , then A only needs to check if the overall behaviour (made of different sub-behaviours) satisfies φ with a cost better than t, i.e., k A1ˆ¨¨¨ˆkAnˆ φ A1ˆ...ˆAn ě t (lines 5-7 in Alg. 1). Otherwise, if φ is not satisfied, the function in Alg. 1 is called again with the same n-tuple formula xφ 1 , . . . , φ n y (lines 8-10 in Alg. 1): contacted agents will change their behaviour by executing again Alg. 2.
The case more than one A j proposes to satisfy the same φ i is treated in the rest of the pseudocode in Alg. 1, i.e., from line 11 to line 23. For each sub-formula φ i of xφ 1 , . . . , φ n y in conflict, the candidate agent with the best extracted k Aj is selected (lines 13-18 ). This represents a decision taken through a heuristics: k is an amount of weight that can be "safely" extracted from a formula during its partial model checking (see Rmk. 2) without altering its truth value (i.e., its cost). Hence, it does not represent the total cost to satisfy φ i , but a part of it. Now we move to the description of Alg. 2. In Alg. 2, an agent B (each of the A j in Alg. 1) receives xφ 1 , . . . , φ n y, selects one its possible behaviours E (see next paragraph), and moves such description into φ i , thus applying Wpφ i , CpEqq. Then, B sends the result of the QPMC function, i.e., xφ 1 i , k B y, back to A, the initiator agent. The GPA process B is described as the parallel composition of different procedures } N pB 1 , B 2 , . . . B N q, the algorithm picks the subset of B j s that minimises the result k B of W p} |T i | pB j q, φ i q (lines 9-13 in Alg. 2), according to the preference order in the chosen c-semiring, for all the possible φ i in xφ 1 , . . . , φ n y. As already introduced, k B,φi represents a minimal cost that indeed has to be paid in order to satisfy φ i (considering only the actions of B).
The subset is selected in the power-set of tB 1 , . . . , B N u, by restricting to all subsets of cardinality l (lines 21-24 in Alg. 2). This parameter is initially set to 1, thus the first time returning only singleton subsets ttB 1 u, . . . , tB N uu. The motivation behind this parameter is that B tries to satisfy φ i at best by first using as less actions as possible. After having tried all the l-combinations (rejected by A), B increments l by one (e.g., with l " 2, all } 2 pB 1 , B 2 q, . . . , } 2 pB N´1 , B N q are checked), since φ i cannot be satisfied with only smaller parts of B, and more concurrency needs to be considered.
Note that, in case an agent runs out of behaviours to propose, it can reply with inaction 0. Then, it is up to the initiator to take a decision, e.g., fail and stop, or fail and restart with a relaxed threshold. Figure 1 depicts a possible sequence of messages exchanged among three agents, A, B, and C, by using Alg. 1 and Alg. 2. A is the initiator agent that asks for the collaboration of neighbouring agents B and C; it sends xφ 1 , φ 2 , φ 3 y to both of them and A itself by executing Alg. 1. All three of them run Alg. 2 and compute Bhv pxφ 1 , φ 2 , φ 3 y,˚q (where˚is A{B{C). While A proposes itself for the first sub-formula φ 1 , B and C clash on the second sub-formula φ 2 . Between the two agents, A selects C because (we suppose) k C,φ ě k B,φ , and asks again to B to propose a behaviour for the remaining sub-formula φ 3 . Then, B accomplishes to this task and returns φ , A finds out that k A,φˆkB,φˆkC,φˆ φ 1 ğ t. Therefore, φ is not satisfied with a threshold better than t. For this reason, xφ 1 , φ 2 , φ 3 y is sent again to A, B, and C. This time (see Fig. 1 ) the three agents propose a behaviour to satisfy a different sub-formula, i.e., respectively φ 3 , φ 2 , and φ 1 . A finds out that this time k A,φˆkB,φˆkC,φˆ φ 1 ě t. Thus, the formula is satisfied with a cost better/equal than t: the property is satisfied, and A sends an Ok message to let B and C behave according to the selected behaviour.
The proposed algorithms extend the work in [3] , where the collaboration is possible only among two agents. Indeed, here we consider the interaction of more than two agents and each agent has a partial (local) knowledge of the global system, e.g., each agent knows and cooperates only with its neighbours. For a complexity analysis of the algorithms, similar considerations can be drawn as for [3] : the worst case depends on the exponential composition of the behaviours in Alg. 2, that is O`N l˘. However, indeed a solution to φ can be found in fewer steps (further simplifications can be adopted, see Sec. 6).
A Delivery Example with Drones
We take inspiration from the drones and packets example presented in [19] . We suppose to have three available flying drones, which receive the task to deliver two different packages at two different destinations. Besides satisfying such "crisp" global goal, we also must ensure that the global battery consumption is below a user-defined threshold t: this represents a quantitative requirement that corresponds to a major concern in CPSs [17, 7] .
Let us enhance Ex. 1 by considering three drones, Drone1, Drone2, and Drone3, instead of only A and B in Ex. 1. The scenario is represented in Fig. 2 , together with other agents (i.e., Drone4 and Drone5 ) whose role will be explained in the following. The three drones need to coordinate by adapting their behaviour one another with the purpose to deliver two packages T and Z (as in Ex. 1). In the following of this example we adopt the weighted c-semiring, i.e., xR`Y t`8u, min,ˆ,`8, 0y, to model battery consumption.
Drone1 Drone3 Drone2
Drone4 Drone5 φ and t Fig. 2 . The scenario in our package-delivery example: Drone1 is the initiator receiving a property φ and a threshold t for its satisfaction. Four other drones help to satisfy φ.
The actions a drone can perform are: tdeliver T,deliver Z u. Each action is associated with an energy cost: for instance, the consumption to move one package from a place to another. Suppose Drone1 behaves as the initiator (as A in Fig. 1 ), while Drone2 and Drone3 are the only two agents in range of communication (as B and C in Fig. 1 ): they will be asked by Drone1 to collaborate in order to deliver packages T and Z. The property φ to be satisfied and the threshold t on the consumption are received by Drone1 as input (see Fig. 2 ).
We reuse the same φ " prdeliver T s5ˆrdeliver Zs3q`prdeliver Zs6r deliver T s4q we have proposed in Ex. 1 (the task is the same), while the parallel computation now is S " } 3 pDrone1, Drone2, Drone3q, where Drone1 " ppdeliver T, 2q, pdeliver Z, 7qq, Drone2 "`ppdeliver T, 3q, pdeliver Z, 6qq, any, finallt Drone3 "`ppdeliver T, 5q, pdeliver Z, 4qq. Note that, the behaviour of each drone is described using operators in Tab. 1. As the initiator agent, Drone1 sends the decomposition of φ to Drone2, Drone3, and itself, as represented in Fig. 1 :
If φ 1 " rdeliver T s5ˆrdeliver Zs3 and φ 2 " rdeliver Zs6ˆrdeliver T s4, then
2 " rpdeliver Zqs6, and φ 2 2 " rpdeliver T qs4. For each φ j i , Drone1 sends to its neighbouring drones, i.e., Drone2, and Drone3, a formula similar to Eq. 1, in which both actions deliver T or deliver Z may be performed by one of the three drones.
As soon as Drone2 receives such request, it becomes the initiator agent w.r.t. Drone4 and Drone5, asking for their collaboration in delivering package T (Fig. 2) : in fact, Drone2 has low battery (e.g., 1) and it is not able to move package T until destination. Hence, Drone2 acts as the initiator and sends the requirement to be satisfied, i.e., φ " rdeliver T s2 to Drone4 and Drone5. They are both able to perform action deliver T with an energy consumption of 2 and 4 respectively. In this case the defined protocol allows Drone2, Drone4, and Drone5 to adapt one another to deliver the package T by minimising the overall energy consumption.
Wp}, φq " pk deliver TˆJ q˜k φ qˆprdeliver T, 0s2˜k deliver T q [ pk deliver TˆJ q˜k φ qˆpr0, deliver T s2˜k deliver T q Then, both drones answer with k Drone4,φ " 2 and k Drone5,φ " 4. Then Drone2 selects Drone4 to cooperate with for delivering package T , with a total energy consumption of 1ˆ2 " 3 (as a reminder,`is min andˆis the arithmetic plus). Once Drone2 knows it is able to deliver T cooperating with Drone4 and spending 3, both Drone2 and Drone3 reply to Drone1 by sending back their preference. In particular, both Drone2 and Drone3 send r0, deliver T, 0s; Drone2 with k Drone2 " 1ˆp3ˆ5˜5q " 6, and Drone3 with k Drone3 " 3ˆp5ˆ5˜5q " 8. Then, according to Alg. 1, between the two agents Drone1 selects Drone2 because
After temporarily deciding who deliver package T (i.e., Drone2), Drone1 simplifies the requirements asking for the satisfaction of action deliver Z only, that is the remaining package. As in Fig. 1 , the run-time framework asks only to Drone3 to deliver Z. Drone3 is able to deliver Z spending 4, and this satisfies φ 2 and hence, φ. Then the protocol successfully ends.
Related Work
In the literature, several works propose adaptation and negotiation protocols that allow multiple agents to cooperate and reach a goal. In the following of this section we briefly introduce some of them.
In [9] and [21] the authors analyse a selected list of design patterns for managing the coordination in the literature of self-organising systems. The work in [14] deals with Security Adaptation Contracts (SAC s) consisting of a highlevel specification of the mapping between the signature and the security policies of services, plus some temporal logic restrictions and secrecy properties to be satisfied. In [6] the authors provide a formal framework that unifies behavioural adaptation and structural reconfiguration of components; this is used for statically reasoning whether it is possible to reconfigure a system. In [18] the authors focus on automated adaptation of an agent's functionality by means of an agent factory. An agent factory is an external service that adapts agents, on the basis of a well-structured description of the software agent. Structuring an agent makes it possible to reason about an agent's functionality on the basis of its blueprint, which includes information about its configuration. In [12] , Li et al. present an approach for securing distributed adaptation. A plan is synthesized and executed, allowing the different parties to apply a set of data transformations in a distributed fashion. In particular, the authors synthesise "security boxes" that wrap services. Security boxes are pre-designed, but interchangeable at run time. In [20] , the AVISPA tool is run first to obtain the protocol of the composition, and second to verify that it preserves the desired security properties. The objective of the work in [16] is the definition of a process and tool-supported design framework to develop self-adaptive systems, which consider Belief-DesireIntention agent models as reference architectures. The authors adopt an agentoriented approach to explicit model system goals in requirements specification and in system architecture design.
Differently from all these works, in this paper we propose a run-time decomposition of a property, which we believe is a good choice in case of highly dynamic environments, as CPS. The novelty resides in proposing an algorithmic approach that exploits a QPMC function in order to online select the behaviour of single agents towards the satisfaction of a global property.
Conclusion
We have presented a formal and run-time framework where to let agents in a CPS adapt to the behaviours of other agents, with the purpose to satisfy a global property φ. Each agent contributes to the satisfaction of φ by satisfying a subproperty. To reach this goal, a QPMC function is used to push the behaviour of each agent into φ, thus i) reducing the complexity of the satisfaction of φ agent-by-agent, and ii) preserving the privacy of agents, which do not need to disclose their full behaviour, but they can propose different alternatives at runtime. For these reasons, Quantitative PMC [11] proves to be a powerful tool to reduce the complexity of large and complex CPS. One more advantage is that the decomposition of φ is accomplished at run-time: agents can consequently change through time in a way transparent to the framework. Privacy, complexity reduction, and a run-time approach are indeed the key-points of the proposal.
In the future we would like to manage infinite contexts by extending our logic to deal with fix-points; to achieve this goal; possible suggestions could come from [13] . This extension concerns more the logics and the QPMC function, since in this paper we focus on the finite behaviour of agents. Finally, Alg. 1 and Alg. 2 can be improved to reduce the complexity of the worst case, not proposing all the possible behaviours, but refining the proposals by offering only the behaviours "close" to the asked φ. Finally, we also aim to improve the QPMC function in order to extract more weight (i.e., in order to refine the computation of k C,φ in Tab. 3), and define heuristics for the computation of its satisfaction.
